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This is a corrigendum for our paper [S. Milius, L.S. Moss, The category theoretic solution of
recursive program schemes, Theoret. Comput. Sci. 366 (2006) 3–59]. The main results are
correct, but we offer some changes to the definitions and proofs concerning interpreted
recursive program schemes.
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1. Introduction
We recently published the paper [5] on the category theoretic semantics of recursive program schemes. Unfortunately,
we discovered that the technical Lemma 6.13 is false. In this corrigendum we show that despite our error all the main
results of the paper remain valid. We assume here that the reader is familiar with the details of [5], and so we only explain
our corrections in Section 7 of that paper which ensure that all main results remain true.
We begin by analyzing where in [5] corrections are necessary. Notice first that Lemma 6.13 is used exactly once, namely
in the proof of Lemma 7.4 for the implication (i) =⇒ (ii). Unfortunately, this implication in also false in general. So we need
to consider all applications of Lemma 7.4. As it turns out, the implication in question is applied twice: firstly, in the proof of
item (ii) of Theorem 7.3, and secondly, in the proof of Theorem 7.10.
In this corrigendum we shall present corrections to Section 7 from Definition 7.1 on p. 43 up to but not including the
statement of Definition 7.6 on p. 47. In addition we show how to augment the proof of Theorem 7.10. The main goal is to
describe the corrections that need to be made to [5] in order to retain the validity of Theorems 7.3 and 7.10. Observe that
we will refer to equations, diagrams or results of [5] by their number, e.g. of the form (7.n). To avoid confusion, equations in
this corrigendum will be labelled by capital roman numbers.
2. Corrections in Section 6
In Section 6, we need to remove Lemma 6.13 and its proof.
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3. Corrections in the main part of Section 7
The corrections in Section 7 are made more smoothly if we alter our definition of an interpreted solution of a recursive
program scheme. In this section we use starred numbers to indicate definitions and results that are replacements of our
original points. For example, the following Definition *7.1 replaces Definition 7.1 in [5].
Definition *7.1. Let (A, a) be an H-algebra. Let e : V → TH+V be a guarded RPS, and recall the associated monad morphism
ê : TH+V → TH+V from Lemma 6.9. An interpreted solution of e in A is a morphism eĚA : VA → A such that the following
conditions hold:
(i) There is an operation (−)+ of taking solutions under which (A, [a, eĚA], (−)+) is an Elgot algebra for H + V .
(ii) The diagram below commutes:
TH+VA
êA //
β
$$I
II
II
II
II
I T
H+VA
β

A
(I)
Here β = [˜a, eĚA]. (Recall that this is the solution of αH+VA : TH+VA → (H + V )TH+VA + A in the Elgot algebra A from
part (i). Put differently, β is the Eilenberg–Moore algebra structure associated to that Elgot algebra.)
Once again, here is one leading idea behind this definition: if H = HΣ and V = HΦ are signature functors on Set, then
we want to use eĚA (and hence also β) to evaluate all trees t in TΣ+ΦA in the algebra A. The commutativity of (I) states that
the operation symbols ofΦ are interpreted by operations that satisfy the equations given by the recursive program scheme
e. Of course, we also want symbols fromΣ to be interpreted consistently with the originalΣ-algebra (A, a). This is an easy
consequence of our next result; see (III).
Lemma *7.4. Let eĚA : VA → A be an interpreted solution of a guarded RPS e in an H-algebra (A, a). Consider also β = [˜a, eĚA] :
TH+VA → A. Then the following three triangles commute:
(H + V )A κ
H+V
A //
[a,eĚA] %%KK
KKK
KKK
KKK
TH+VA
β

A
(II)
HA
inlA //
a
**UUU
UUUU
UUUU
UUUU
UUUU
UUU (H + V )A
κH+VA // TH+VA
β

A
(III)
VA
eA

eĚA // A
TH+VA
β
<<yyyyyyyyy
(IV)
Proof. For (II) see Corollary 3.17, and (III) follows easily from this. For (IV), we verify the commutativity of the diagram
below, where we write T as a short notation for TH+V and λ for [κH+V · inl, e] : H + V → T :
VA
@A
eA
//
inr
$$I
II
II
II
II
eĚA // A
(H + V )A κ
H+V
A //
λA
$$I
II
II
II
II
TA
β
??
êA

TA
BC β=
˜[a,eĚA]
OO
The inner triangle commutes due to the definition of ê, the right-hand one due to (I), and the other two parts are clear. 
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The following example shows that the implication (i) =⇒ (ii) in Lemma 7.4 is false in general.
Example. Consider the signatureΣ with a unary operation symbol F . The associated signature functor is HΣ = Id. Take the
Σ-algebra A = { 0, 1 }with the unary operation FA = idA. This is a CPO-enrichable algebra in the sense of Example 3.10(ii);
thus, A is an Elgot algebra for HΣ . Notice that THΣX = { F }∗×X+1, where the element of 1 stands for the infinite sequence
Fω = FFF · · · . So the associated evaluation map TΣA → A assigns to each (F n, i), i = 0, 1, the element i and to Fω the least
element 0 of A.
Now consider the formal equation f (x) ≈ F(x) which defines a guarded RPS e : Id → THΣ+Id. We will verify that the
unary operation fA = idA is an interpreted solution of e in A in the sense of Definition 7.1. Observe first that
T Id+HΣX = { f , F }∗ × X + { f , F }ω.
To see that [FA, fA] : A+ A → A is part of the structure of an Elgot algebra consider the map β : T Id+HΣA → A defined by
β : (w, i) 7→ i forw ∈ { f , F }∗,
v 7→
{
1 if v = uf ω, u ∈ { f , F }∗,
0 else.
It is not difficult to verify that this map β is an Eilenberg–Moore algebra for T Id+HΣ (for details see [2]). By the first line of
the definition we also see that β · κ Id+HΣA = [fA, FA]. Now the commutativity of (IV) expresses precisely that fA(i) = FA(i)
holds, which is true since fA = FA = idA.
However, fA is not an interpreted solution of e in A in the sense of Definition *7.1. The commutativity of (I) expresses that
the evaluation map β is consistent with the second order substitution êA which replaces in any infinite tree from T Id+HΣA
any variable symbol from the RPS e by its right-hand side, and so in our example êA replaces every symbol f by a symbol F .
Thus, we have
β(f ω) = 1 6= 0 = β(Fω) = β · êA(f ω).
Returning to ourmainwork, themistake in [5]was to use a stronger definition of interpreted solution thanDefinition *7.1.
We required (A, [a, eĚA]) to carry the structure of an Elgot algebra forH+V , but we used the commutativity of (IV) instead of
(I) above as the definition. Now, an examination of the proof of Theorem 7.3 shows that our current definition of interpreted
solution is still strong enough to allow the same result to go throughwith the same proof. Because this result is an important
part of our paper, we re-state it below and supply the complete proof.
Theorem *7.3. Let (A, a, ( _ )∗) be an Elgot algebra for H, and let e : V → TH+V be a guarded RPS. Then the following hold:
(i) there exists an interpreted solution eĚA of e in A,
(ii) if A is a completely iterative algebra, then eĚA is the unique interpreted solution of e in A.
Proof. (i) Given an Elgot algebra (A, a, ( _ )∗) and a guarded recursive program scheme e : V → TH+V consider e : TH+V →
H · TH+V + Id from Lemma 6.9. Its component at A yields a flat equation morphism
g ≡ TH+VA → HTH+VA+ A, (V)
with respect to (A, a, ( _ )∗) and we take its solution
β ≡ TH+VA g
∗
//A . (VI)
We will prove that the morphism
eĚA ≡ VA inr //(H + V )A
κH+VA //TH+VA
g∗
//A (VII)
is an interpreted solution of e in A. We proceed in several steps.
(a) We first check that β an evaluation morphism; more precisely, β is the structure of an Eilenberg–Moore algebra for
TH+V . To this end we first establish the equation
β = a˜ · hA, (VIII)
where h : TH+V → TH is the monad morphism that we obtain from the recursive program scheme e, see (6.8). (It is also
useful to recall that h = [κH , eĎ].) Recall that a˜ = (αA)∗, see Theorem 3.15, and that hA is a homomorphism of coalgebras for
H( _ )+A, see Diagram (6.8). Thus, by the Functoriality of ( _ )∗, we obtain g∗ = (αA)∗ ·hA. By (V) and (3.6), this is the desired
Equation (VIII). Now since h : TH+V → TH is a monad morphism, and a˜ is the structure morphism of an Eilenberg–Moore
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algebra for TH , β = a˜ · hA is an Eilenberg–Moore algebra for TH+V . In fact, this follows from a general fact from category
theory, see e.g. Proposition 4.5.9 in [4].
(b) We check that the diagram (I) commutes for β from (VI). Let us use T as a short notation for TH+V and T ′
for TH ; we also use η′, τ ′, and µ′ to denote the natural transformations associated with T ′. Consider the following
diagram
T
h

e // HT + Id
Hh+Id

inlT+Id
//
κH∗h+Id
""E
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
E
(∗)
(H + V )T + Id
κT+Id

[τ ,η]
// T
h

EDGF ê
TT + Id
[µ,η]
77nnnnnnnnnnnnnn
h∗h+Id

T ′T ′ + Id
[µ′,η′]
''PP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PP
T ′@AOO BC
id
HT ′ + Id[τ ′,η′]oo [τ ′,η′] // T ′
(IX)
All of its inner parts commute. The upper part is Lemma 6.12, for the left-hand square, see (6.8), and for the right-hand part
use that h is a monad morphism. That part (∗) commutes follows from commutativity of the left-hand triangle of (6.8) and
the double interchange law (2.3). The remaining inner part commutes due to the double interchange law and Corollary 3.17:
µ · κT = τ . Thus, the outer shape of diagram (IX) commutes. We obtain the equations
β · êA = a˜ · hA · êA (see (VIII))
= a˜ · hA (see (IX))
= β (see (VIII))
(c) We argue that the diagram below commutes:
HA
inl //
κHA
))TTT
TTTT
TTTT
TTTT
TTTT
T
@A
a
//
(H + V )A κ
H+V
A // TA
hA

ED
BC
β
oo
T ′A
a˜

A
Indeed, the upper triangle commutes by (6.8), the right-hand part commutes by (VIII) and for the commutativity of the lower
part see Corollary 3.17. Thus, the outward shape of the diagram commutes.
(d) We are ready to prove that eĚA as defined in (VII) is an interpreted solution of e in A. From the diagram in (c) and the
definition of eĚA we see that the equation
β · κH+VA = [a, eĚA]
holds. Recall that by (a) above, β is an evaluation morphism. This fact, together with the equation just above, imply that
[a, eĚA] is the structure morphism of an Elgot algebra on A (cf. Theorem 3.16). This established item (i) in Definition *7.1, and
item (ii) was established in (b) above. This completes the proof of part (i).
(ii) Let (A, a, ( _ )∗) be a cia. We show that the solution eĚA defined in (i) is unique. We will now verify that any evaluation
morphism β : TH+VA → A for which diagram (I) commutes is a solution of g as defined in (V). To this end consider the
following diagram, where we write T = TH+V for short once more:
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TA
β

eA=g // HTA+ A
Hβ+A

inlTA+A // (H + V )TA+ A
(H+V )β+A

κTA+A ''PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
[τA,ηA] // TA
β

EDGF êA
TTA+ A
[µA,ηA]
::uuuuuuuuuu
Tβ+A

(H + V )A+ A
κA+A
// TA+ A
[β,A]
$$I
II
II
II
II
I
A@AOO BC
id
HA+ A[a,A]oo [a,A] //
inlA+A
66nnnnnnnnnnnn
A
Its outer shape commutes due to (I), the right-hand part since β is an Eilenberg–Moore algebra structure, the upper-right
triangle follows fromCorollary 3.17, and the lower right-hand part follows from (III). Thus, since all other parts are obviously
commutative, the left-hand inner square commutes. But this shows that β is a solution of g . By the uniqueness of solutions,
we have β = g∗.
We now complete the proof of part (ii). Let eĚA : VA → A be any interpreted solution of e in the cia A. Then the argument
above shows that β = [˜a, eĚA] is the solution of the flat equation morphism g labelled (V), and so we have g∗ = β . By
Lemma *7.4, we see that eĚA = β · κH+VA · inr, and therefore eĚA = g∗ · κH+VA · inr. We conclude that eĚA is indeed the solution
from part (i) of the proof of this theorem. 
We conclude with a remark on the difference between our corrected work here and our original version of the same
result. Only small changes in the erroneous proofwere needed, due precisely to the change of the definition of an interpreted
solution (see Definition *7.1). In addition, the notion of a standard interpreted solution to a recursive program scheme does
not change, and neither do the properties of standard interpreted solutions.
4. Corrections in Subsection 7.2
A last application of the unclear implication of Lemma 7.4 is in the proof of Theorem 7.10. To replace that application
by another argument, we add another assumption in Section 7.2, and we use a result from [2]. Before this, we list all the
necessary assumptions for the results of Section 7.2. As before, we work with the category CPO of ω-complete posets and
continuous functions, i.e., functions preserving joins ofω-chains. We assume thatH , V andH+V are locally continuous and
iteratable endofunctors on CPO. We again consider a fixed guarded RPS e : V → TH+V , and an H-algebra (A, a)with a least
element⊥.
New Assumption. The free completely iterative monad TH+V is assumed to be locally continuous.
Notice that our additional assumption that TH+V be locally continuous does not limit in any way our subsequent
applications. In fact, in those applications weworkwith endofunctorsH and V of Set such thatH , V andH+V are iteratable,
andwhich have locally continuous liftingsH ′ and V ′ onCPO. Then TH+V : Set → Set has a lifting TH ′+V ′ , too, aswe explained
in Example 2.8. In addition, we now prove that TH
′+V ′ is locally continuous. In fact, for each CPO X , TH ′+V ′X is obtained as
a limit of an ordinal indexed op-chain of the cpos Tβ (see Example 2.8). Hence, one readily shows that for any continuous
map f : X → Y the continuousmap TH+V f is obtained by using the universal property of that limit. It follows from standard
arguments that the assignment f 7→ TH+V f is a continuous map on CPO(X, Y ) (see [2] for details).
From our assumption we know, by Example 3.10(i), that the H-algebra A carries the structure of an Elgot algebra
(A, a, ( _ )∗), where ( _ )∗ assigns to every flat equation morphism its least solution. As before, we will use the notation
a˜ : THA → A for the induced evaluation morphism. Furthermore, for any continuous map t : VA → A, we have an Elgot
algebra onA for the functorH+V ; the structure is [a, t], and again the solution operation takes least solutions to flat equation
morphisms. Due to Corollary 3.17, we have
[˜a, t] · κH+VA = [a, t]. (X)
Let us write T = TH+V and γ = [˜a, t] for short. Now consider any (non-flat) guarded equation morphism d : X →
T (X + A) (cf. Definition 4.5). The least solution of d in the algebra A is the join d∗ : X → A of the following ω-chain (d∗i ) in
CPO(X, A): d∗0 = const⊥ and given d∗i : X → A, we define d∗i+1 by the commutativity of the following square
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X
d∗i+1
//
d

A
T (X + A)
T [d∗i ,A]
// TA
γ
OO
(XI)
We use here the fact that local continuity of T implies local monotonicity, and so we conclude that (d∗i ) is an ω-chain.
Furthermore, since T is locally continuouswe see that d∗ is a solution of d inA in the sense that the equation d∗ = γ ·T [d∗, A]·d
holds.
Theorem I (See [2]). The least solution of d in A is the morphism γ · dĎ, where dĎ : X → TA is the unique solution of d w.r.t. the
completely iterative monad T ; in symbols:
d∗ ≡ X dĎ //TA γ //A.
With this theorem we are prepared to prove Theorem 7.10, the main result of Section 7.2.
Proof of Theorem 7.10. One copies the proof from [5] omitting only the last step, where γ · êA = γ is proved by an
application of Lemma 7.4. In fact, notice that to complete the proof at that point it suffices to show that the inequality
γ · êA v γ holds in CPO(TA, A).
As abbreviations we still write T = TH+V , and we also write λ = [κH+V · inl, e]. We use that the cpo TA is a coproduct of
(H+V )TA and A, and we verify the desired inequality componentwise. For the right-hand component we extend both sides
of the inequality by the colimit injection ηH+VA : A → TA, and then we use the unit law of the monad morphism ê : T → T :
γ · êA · ηH+VA = γ · ηH+VA .
For the left-hand component of the desired inequality we extend by the coproduct injection τH+VA : (H + V )TA → TA, and
so we need to establish the inequality
γ · êA · τH+VA v γ · τH+VA in CPO((H + V )TA, A). (XII)
Recall from [1] (see the proof of Theorem 4.14) that the monad morphism ê : T → T can be obtained as follows. The
component êY for any object Y is
[(λ ∗ αH+V )ĎY , ηH+VY ] : TY = (H + V )TY + Y → TY ,
where we consider the component at Y of the natural transformation λ ∗ αH+V : (H + V )T → T ((H + V )T + Id) to be a
guarded equation morphism. Let us write d = (λ ∗ αH+V )A for short. Note that d : X → T (X + A), with X = (H + V )TA.
Then, the left-hand side of our desired inequality (XII) is γ · dĎ, and, by Theorem I, we know that this is the least solution
d∗ of the equation morphism d in A. So in order to establish inequality (XII) above we prove by induction on i that
d∗i v γ · τH+VA holds in CPO((H + V )TA, A), for all i ∈ N.
The base case is clear. For the induction step we consider the diagram below (we write X = (H + V )TA for short):
X
τH+VA //
λTA

d∗i+1
55
vGF
@A
(H+V )γ
//
d
%%K
KKK
KKK
KKK
KKK
KK TA
γ
// A
TTA
TαH+VA
//
@A
id
//
T (X + A)
T [τH+VA ,ηH+VA ]

T [d∗i ,A] //
T [γ ·τH+VA ,A]
FFF
FF
##F
FF
FF
TA
γ
??
v
TTA
Tγ
// TA
γ
GG
(H + V )A
BC
[a,t]
OO
λA
55jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj
Wewill verify that the upper inequality holds as indicated. In fact, the part below that inequality commutes by the definition
of d∗i+1 (see Diagram (XI)); the left-most part commutes by the naturality of λ; the upper left triangle commutes by the
definition of d; the part below that triangle commutes since [τ , η] is the inverse of α (see Theorem 3.15(iii)). For the inner
triangle remove T and consider the coproduct components separately: the left-hand component trivially commutes, and for
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the right-hand one use the unit law γ · ηH+VA = id. The inner inequality holds by the induction hypothesis d∗i v γ · τH+VA
and by the fact that copairing, application of T and composition with γ on the left are all continuous whence monotone
operations. (Note that we use the assumption that T be locally continuous here.) The outer shape commutes since γ is
a homomorphism of algebras for H + V . Finally we verify the lower right-hand part componentwise: that the left-hand
component with domain HA commutes is seen by the following computation
γ · λA · inl = γ · κH+VA · inl (by the definition of λ)
= [˜a, t] · κH+VA · inl (by the definition of γ )= [a, t] · inl (by Eq. (X))
= a,
and the right-hand component with domain VA is the equation γ · eA = t . This holds since t is a fixed point of R in the
statement of the theorem. This completes the proof. 
5. Corrections in Subsection 7.3
Because of the change in the definition of an interpreted solution of an RPS, the proof of Corollary 7.14 becomes more
involved.
Proof of Corollary 7.14. We will prove that fixed points of R are in one-to-one correspondence to interpreted solutions. In
fact, any interpreted solution eĚA : VA → A is a fixed point of R by Lemma *7.4 (see (IV)). Conversely, we will now prove that
any fixed point t of R is an interpreted solution of e in A. Let t be a fixed point of R and write β = [˜a, t]. We are finished if
we prove the commutativity of (I). We write T = TH+V and λ = [κH+VA · inl, eA] for short once again. Recall that TA is the
free cia on A and that β : TA → A is the unique homomorphism of Elgot algebras from TA to A extending idA, i.e. such that
β · ηH+VA = idA holds. From Example 3.3(iv) we see that (A, [a, t]) is a cia for H+V . Thus, by Proposition 3.7, β is the unique
homomorphism of algebras for H + V extending idA. So in order to verify the desired equation β · êA = β , we verify below
that the following diagram commutes:
A
ηH+VA //
ηH+VA
III
$$II
I
@A
id
//
TA
êA

GF EDτ
H+V
A
TTA
µH+VAoo
(̂e∗̂e)A

(H + V )TAκ
H+V
TAoo
(H+V )̂eA

TA
β

TTA
Tβ

µH+VA
oo (H + V )TA
(H+V )β

λTA
oo
A@AOO BC
[a,t]
TA
β
oo (H + V )A
λA
oo
In fact, the upper part commutes by Corollary 3.17; the upper triangle and the upper left-hand square commute since ê is
a monad morphism; the upper right-hand square commutes by the double interchange law and the definition of ê (see
Lemma 6.9); the lower triangle commutes and the lower left-hand square both commute since the evaluation morphism
β is an Eilenberg–Moore algebra for the monad T ; the lower right-hand square commutes by the naturality of λ. Finally,
we verify the commutativity of the lowest part componentwise: the left-hand component commutes by Eq. (III), and the
right-hand part β · eA = t holds since t is a fixed point of R. 
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